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Purpose
The purpose of this document is to assist Snohomish County Surface Water Management (SWM)
employees in standardizing continuous temperature (CTD) monitoring and data management efforts.
This procedure has been created to track and organize (CTD) collected from 1995 through the present.
The goal is to manage and store the data in a manner that is more consistent and accessible to county
staff. The database and all CTD files are located on the network at X:\Wq\TemperatureLogger.

Scope
The procedures set forth in the following pages apply to technical staff of SWM when collecting
continuous temperature data. Adherence to the protocols will promote efficiency, data comparability,
credibility and data accessibility.
Continuous temperature data is used to assess whether waterbodies are meeting criteria established in
Washington State Water Quality Standards WAC 173-201A, determine habitat restoration needs,
restoration effectiveness, implement total maximum daily load studies and assist in planning future
monitoring efforts.
Surface Water Management has been conducting continuous temperature monitoring since 1995.
Collective efforts have produced over 500 datasets of various qualities. Current efforts are focusing on
standardizing monitoring and data management efforts through strategic planning. An immediate
output of this effort has been realized through making these datasets more readily accessible.
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Continuous Temperature Data Workflow Process
The workflow diagram below generally describes the steps involved with gathering and managing
continuous temperature data.
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Temperature Logger Calibration Checks
Temperature Logger Calibration checks are used to assure the quality of the data. To meet calibration
standards set by the Department of Ecology all temperature loggers should be tested in at least two
water baths with different temperatures. One temperature should be 0°C (an ice bath) and the other
water bath should be approximately 20°C (at room temp). At each of these temperatures each logger
should obtain at least five constant temperature measurements which are referenced against a Certified
Thermometer; the temperature readings between the logger and the thermometer should have a mean
absolute difference of no greater than 0.2°C. Snohomish County SWM uses a VEE GEE Scientific
thermometer, serial # 9617ZZZ certified to be traceable to National Institute of Standards and
Technology and accuracy is within tolerances specified by A.S.T.M (Appendix A).

Calibration Methods
1.) The day before calibrating, fill a cooler half way full with tap water and let it sit over night in a
room that has a constant air temperature. Calibration activity takes place in the SWM lab.
2.) All the temperature loggers that you will be calibrating should be set to collect a temperature
reading every 5 minutes. Loggers should be launched using the most recent version of
Hoboware on a delayed start to ensure consistent time sync.
3.) On the day of, fill a cooler half way with ice and add just enough water to fill the space between
the ice.
4.) Loggers should be submerged into the room temperature bath and left for 15 minutes to
stabilize. During the 15 minutes the water should be mixed every 5 minutes to maintain an even
temperature throughout the water bath.
5.) After temperature stabilization, record the time and the temperature of the ice bath with the
Certified Thermometer using the Temperature logger Calibration form similar to ecology’s which
is located on page 9 of this document.
6.) Every five minutes mix the water and record the time and corresponding temperature.
7.) To ensure that a set of 5 constant temperatures are obtained you may want to record as many
as 8 sets of data (time and temperature recordings). Data are recorded in preset excel
spreadsheets copied from ..\Calibration\CALIBRATION CHECK WORKSHEET TEMPLATE.xlsx and
copied into the current monitoring year calibration folder.
8.) After you have recorded all your temperatures for the room temperature water bath move all of
the loggers to the ice bath and repeat methods 4-7.
9.) Remove loggers from water and pat them dry with a paper towel. Move them to a computer
with a HOBO logger download port and Hoboware.
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Downloading calibration records
1.) Open the HOBO software located on Brett or Keith’s computer, connect the receiver/Base
Station to the computer.
2.) Insert the temperature logger unit into the Optic USB base station. Align the logger to the base
by aligning the arrow on the temp logger to the arrow on the Base Station.
3.) Looking at the HOBO software screen on the computer, go to “Device” in upper left corner
select “readout” from the drop down menu. A pop-up text box titled “select device” will open;
once your temp logger has been recognized hit “ok”. Another text box will pop-up and read
“The logger is currently logging. Do you wish to stop logging before reading out the logger?”
select “stop”.
4.) Then a text box will open allowing you to save the data. Save this to the logger files in the file
folder X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Logger Downloads\Calibration under the appropriate year
and folder. After you hit save a “plot setup” text-box will open. Change the Temp units to ˚C
and hit “plot”.
5.) When the graph is showing on the screen go to “File” in the upper left hand corner of the
screen, from the drop down menu select “Export points as excel text”. Make sure “Export to a
single file” is selected. Then hit “export”.
6.) A “save file” text box should pop-up. Save the excel file in the same file folder as the HOBO
data, hit save. Now the CTD has been successfully downloaded.

Pre and Post Monitoring Calibration Result Check Methods
There is a template excel worksheet that will conveniently show whether your CTD “passed” the
calibration check. This excel sheet is the “CALIBRATION CHECK WORKSHEET TEMPLATE” located in file
folder X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Calibration. There should only be one calibration check excel sheet
for each year.
1.) Open the CALIBRATION CHECK WORKSHEET TEMPLATE excel file and the csv file that you
created from you temperature logger’s downloaded data.
2.) From the data in your temperature logger’s csv file find the date and time where the logger
recorded temperature from the room temperature water bath.
3.) Select and copy the 5 rows of date and time during this period. On the CALIBRATION CHECK
WORKSHEET TEMPLATE excel sheet paste the copied information into the Date /Time column.
4.) Fill in your logger numbers in each “logger ID” box.
5.) Then go back to the csv file and select and copy the temperatures that correspond to the date
and times you previously selected. Now paste the temperature data into the column
corresponding to your logger under the column titled “Logger I.D.”.
6.) Make sure that the reference temperature (under “NIST Ref Temp”) reflects the temperatures
that were written down from the certified thermometer during the corresponding times.
Now the difference between the reference (certified thermometer) temperature and your logger’s
recorded temperature will be reflected in the column labeled “Difference”. It is vital that this column
reflects the absolute value of the difference. A number’s “Absolute value” is the numerical value
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without regard to its sign. So, the absolute value of -0.6 is 0.6. In your excel sheet the equation in this
box should be “=abs(X-Y)” where X is the temperature logger value and Y is the certified temperature
logger value.
7.) The next step is to see if the calibration check produced an “absolute mean difference” of <0.2°C
for water or <0.4°C for Air.
i.
On your excel sheet there should already be a box below the “difference”
column that calculates the “absolute mean difference”. The equation of this
box should be “=average(X:Y)” where X is the first box in the “difference”
column corresponding to that specific logger and Y is the last box in the
“difference” column corresponding to that specific file.
ii.
If the “absolute mean difference” is less than 0.2˚C (for a water logger or <0.4˚C
for an air logger) then the logger successfully “passed” the calibration check.
iii.
If the logger passed calibration color the corresponding “difference” boxes with
a green background to show that they are completed.
If the “absolute mean difference” for your ten temperature readings combined is greater than 0.2C the
logger has failed the calibration check and should be recalibrated using the same methods listed on page
7. Until the logger is recalibrated you should fill the corresponding boxes in with a red background to
show that the data has not passed calibration.

Temperature Logger Deployment
Please refer to page 3 of The Washington State Department of Ecology’s “Continuous Temperature
Sampling Protocols for the Environmental Monitoring and Trends Section” document for Deployment
procedures. A copy of the document is on the server in file folder X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Protocols
Staff use a field sheet located at to document placement of loggers. This form is found on the network
at ..\Field Form\LoggerFieldForm.xls
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Temperature Logger Post Monitoring Data Download
The HOBOware Pro Software is located on either Keith Westlund or Brett Gaddis’ computer. There is an
Optic USB Base Station with a computer cord on it that acts as a receiver for the temperature logger.
When the temp logger is inserted into the receiver an optical connection is made which is how the
information is transferred onto the computer.
1.) To open the HOBO software go to the Start Menu → Onset → HOBOware.
2.) Once you have opened the HOBO software, connect the receiver/Base Station to the computer
and insert the temperature logger unit into the Optic USB base station. Align the logger to the
base by aligning the arrow on the temp logger to the arrow on the Base Station.
3.) Looking at the HOBO software screen on the computer, go to “Device” in upper left corner
select “readout” from the drop down menu.
4.) A pop-up text box titled “select device” will open; once your temp logger has been recognized
hit “ok”.
5.) Another text box will pop-up and read “The logger is currently logging. Do you wish to stop
logging before reading out the logger?” select “stop”. This will stop the logger from recording
temperature data.
6.) Then a text box will open allowing you to save the data. Save the file to the logger files in the
file folder X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Logger Downloads.
7.) After you hit save a “plot setup” text-box will open. Change the Temp units to C˚ and hit “plot”.
8.) When the graph is showing on the screen go to “File” in the upper left hand corner of the
screen, from the drop down menu select “Export points as excel text”. Make sure “Export to a
single file” is selected. Then hit “export”.
9.) A “save file” text box should pop-up. Save the excel file using the same file name and file folder
as the HOBO data, hit save. Now the CTD has been successfully downloaded.

Data Qualifier Codes
Data qualifier codes are assigned to continuous temperature datasets after all calibration and
monitoring activities have taken place. Qualifier codes help determine credibility, accuracy and
useability of datasets
The data qualifier code is a number from 1 through 9, 1 being of the highest quality and 9 being of the
lowest quality. The characteristics assessed when assigning a Data Qualifier Code include the accuracy of
the location, the calibration procedure, the availability of calibration records, whether the logger passed
calibration and the logging interval.
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Data Qualifier Code Determination
Quality Code of 1
 Location Code is 1
 Pre-calibration and post-calibration files are available
 Pre-calibration and post-calibration files meet guidelines
o Logger was subjected to at least two water baths (0˚C and room temperature ~20˚C)
o Logger calibration check temperatures were referenced against a certified (NIST)
thermometer
o Logger was set at five minute logging intervals
o At least 5 temperatures were recorded at each temperature
 Temperature logger “passed” calibration check meaning the mean absolute difference between
the logger and the certified thermometer for both temperature baths were <0.2˚C for a water
temperature logger and <0.4˚C for an air temperature logger.
 Logging interval was 30 minutes when logger was deployed.
Quality code of 2
 Location Code is 1
 Pre-calibration and post-calibration files are available
 Pre-calibration and post-calibration files meet guidelines
o Logger was subjected to at least two water baths (0˚C and room temperature ~20˚C)
o Logger calibration check temperatures were referenced against a certified (NIST)
thermometer
o Logger was set at five minute logging intervals
o At least 5 temperatures were recorded at each temperature
 Temperature logger “passed” calibration check meaning the mean absolute difference between
the logger and the certified thermometer for both temperature baths were <0.2˚C for a water
temperature logger and <0.4˚C for an air temperature logger.
 Logging interval was ≤60 minutes when logger was deployed.
Quality code 3
 Location Code is 1
 A Pre-calibration or a post-calibration file is available
 Pre-calibration or post-calibration file meet guidelines
o Logger was subjected to at least two water baths (0˚C and room temperature ~20˚C)
o Logger calibration check temperatures were referenced against a certified (NIST)
thermometer
o Logger was set at ANY calibration logging interval
o At least 5 temperatures were recorded at each temperature
 Temperature logger “passed” calibration check meaning the mean absolute difference between
the logger and the certified thermometer for both temperature baths were <0.2˚C for a water
temperature logger and <0.4˚C for an air temperature logger.
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Logging interval was ≤60 minutes when logger was deployed.

Quality code 4
 Location Code is 1 or 2
 A Pre-calibration or a post-calibration file is available
 Pre-calibration or post-calibration files meet the following guidelines
o Logger was subjected to at least two water baths (0˚C and room temperature ~20˚C)
o Logger calibration check temperatures were referenced against a certified (NIST)
thermometer
o Logger was set at ANY calibration logging interval
o At least 5 temperatures were recorded at each temperature
 Temperature logger “passed” calibration check
 Logging interval was ≤60 minutes when logger was deployed.
Quality code 5
 Location Code is 1 or 2
 A Pre-calibration or a post-calibration file is available
 Pre-calibration or post-calibration files do not meet all guidelines
 Calibration file includes only one of the following flaws
o Logger MAY HAVE BEEN subjected to ONLY ONE water bath (0˚C OR room temperature
~20˚C)
o Logger calibration check temperatures MAY NOT BE referenced against a certified
(NIST) thermometer
o LESS THAN 5 temperatures MAY HAVE BEEN recorded at each temperature
 Logger was set at ANY calibration logging interval
 Temperature logger “passed” calibration check
 Logging interval MAY BE >60 minutes when logger was deployed.
Quality code 6
 Location Code is 1 or 2 or 3
 A Pre-calibration or a post-calibration file is available
 Pre-calibration or post-calibration files do not meet all guidelines
 Calibration file includes ONLY ONE of the following
o Logger MAY HAVE BEEN subjected to ONLY ONE water bath (0˚C OR room temperature
~20˚C)
Quality code 7
 Location Code is 1 or 2 or 3
 A Pre-calibration or a post-calibration file is available
 Pre-calibration or post-calibration files do not meet all guidelines
 Calibration file includes MORE THAN ONE of the following
o Logger was subjected to ONLY ONE water bath (0˚C OR room temperature ~20˚C)
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o





Logger calibration check temperatures MAY NOT BE referenced against a certified (NIST)
thermometer
o 5 temperatures MAY NOT HAVE BEEN recorded at each temperature
Logger was set at ANY calibration logging interval
Temperature logger “DID NOT” calibration check
Logging interval MAY BE >60 minutes when logger was deployed

Quality code 8
 No calibration files
Quality code 9
No Location Coordinate

File Storage/Trimming and Data Management
Each set of CTD collected from a sampling event is saved in three places.




Raw data X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Logger Downloads.
Trimmed data X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Logger Downloads\2010\Trimmed_Data
Database Upload X:\Wq\Temperature
Logger\Ecology_Continuous_Temp_Mon_Database_2007\All_logger_data

A set of the raw data is saved using the following naming convention
(LoggerSerial#_SWMLogger#_LocationDescription). The raw data files are stored in logger downloads
under the appropriate year’s folder X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Logger Downloads.
CTD datasets require review to truncate the dataset, accounting for periods a logger may have been
outside of its’ intended monitoring environment. To trim each CTD dataset, the steps below are
followed.
1. Open each raw dataset in excel. Save as to X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Logger
Downloads\2010\Trimmed_Data
2. In Excel, highlight date/time and temperature columns. Goto “Insert Tab” and click on
line graph.
3. Use field sheets in combination with excel graph to trim front, center and back end of
datasets. Please be careful when trimming data from the center. Graph the nearest air
temperature logger data, and flow data if available as reference to determine when a
water logger may have gone dry before trimming.
4. Trim by deleting rows of applicable data.
5. Save trimmed data to X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Logger
Downloads\2010\Trimmed_Data using the same convention as raw data
6. Once all data are trimmed for a year, the project manager or designee conducts a QC
check by plotting all data on line graphs to identify loggers which had daily maximums
exceeding 20 degrees C. These datasets are further evaluated to determine true
conditions. Additional trimming is conducted as necessary, prior to analysis.
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Once a unique file name has been developed using the GIS project identified under the file naming
conventions section of this document, the trimmed data is reformatted and saved using the unique file
name to
X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Ecology_Continuous_Temp_Mon_Database_2007\All_logger_data
The unique file name is referenced in the database which draws the records from this folder.
In order to keep a running record of all datasets and allow for spatial analysis, attributes of each dataset
are entered into an access database which is live linked to a GIS shapefile. It is important that data
stewards add dataset attributes to this interim database. The location of this database is
..\GIS\AllTempLoggerPts_April_2010.mdb

Data Dictionary
The following data dictionary describes continuous temperature dataset attributes found in the access
database referenced above. In order to identify datasets using GIS, users must complete the fields below
in the AllTempLoggerPts access database.
Object ID: Automated record populated by the database upon creation of a new record.
Site Name: If there is a standard site name like those for ambient sites (ex: ACLD) it should be
entered into the site name column. If there is not a generally used site name then the file name
is used to complete this field.
File Uploaded to Internal Database: A Yes or No field indicating whether the continuous
temperature datasets has been uploaded into the Ecology provided database.
File Uploaded to Ecology EIM: Data gathered under an Ecology grant or for purposes of
addressing TMDLs are periodically loaded to Ecology’s Environmental Information Management
System (EIM) http://www.ecy.wa.gov/eim/
When a file is uploaded, a “Y” is added to the column/row.
EIM Location ID: EIM requires each monitoring location to have a unique ID to distinguish itself
from other sampling sites. The location ID is tied to results data. For additional guidance of EIM
location ID’s see http://www.ecy.wa.gov/eim/helpDocs/EIMHelp_NamingLocations.pdf
EIM National Hydrography Dataset Use Code: Ecology uses the National Hydrography Dataset
Use Codes during their freshwater assessments. The GIS project at X:\Wq\Temperature
Logger\Protocols\Temperature_logger.mxd
And the National Hydrography layer are used to identify use codes for each monitoring location
Stream Type: To facilitate analysis of data, each monitoring location is assigned to either a
mainstem, tributary or side channel stream type.
Original File Name: This is the exact name of the csv file that should be saved in the “Logger
Downloads” folder under X:\Wq\Temperature Logger.
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New File Name/Station Name: Each file needs to be resaved under a New File Name which is
unique and allows for each file to be stored in one file folder on the server. This file name is
created using a specific naming convention explained on page 13.
Station Code: This is an identification code that is required in the Temperature Logger Database.
This code is generated using a specific naming convention; WRIA and Grid number (ex:
70015514513). The Station Code can contain up to 15 characters and is used to identify a
particular area or “station”.
WRIA Stream Segment: This is a 5 digit number that corresponds to each body of water and can
be found in the attributes table of a GIS watercourse layer. This stream code is generated by
WDFW.
Logger Serial #: The temperature logger serial number which is generally a 7 digit number found
on the temperature logger unit.
Logger Number: Each year the data steward associates a new number with a logger. This
number is usually between 1 and 150.
Logger Type: The brand and model of logger used to collect the data. (ex: HOBO Water Temp
Pro [H20-001])
Logger Accuracy: The manufacturers stated temperature accuracy for each model.
Column_Row: The column_row is a 6 digit number which cooresponds to the county grid
number in which the logger was deployed. The grid shape file is located on the server
I:\pw\swm\gis_public\data\WaterQual\Fishnet100m.shp
Year: The year the data was collected.
Data Steward: Generally the data steward is the last name of whoever downloaded the data
and/or is responsible for the data.
Program: The Surface Water Management program that the monitoring effort was taken under.
Water/Air: If the logger was deployed with the intention of collecting water temperature
“water” should be entered in this column. If the logger was deployed to collect only air
temperature “air” should be entered in this column.
Data Range: This is a (mm/dd - mm/dd) date that corresponds to the first day the logger started
collecting temperature to the last day the logger collected temperature regardless of whether or
not it was deployed properly when it started collecting data.
Logging interval (min): The logging interval is the number of minutes between temperature
collections. If the temperature was recorded every 30 minutes the logging interval should be
30. If the temperature is recorded every 5 minutes then a 5 should be entered into this column.
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Calibration File Available (Y/N): If the temperature logger was calibrated there should be a
calibration file in folder X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\calibration. If there is a file that shows that
your temperature logger has been calibrated “Y”, for yes, should be entered into this field,
regardless of the method of calibration or whether or not the calibration was successful. If
there is no calibration file available for your set of temperature data “N” should be entered into
this column.
Calibrat_1 meets guidelines http://www/ecy.wa.gov/pubs/0303052.pdf: If the temperature
logger has been calibrated (both pre-calibration and post-calibration) in accordance with
ecology’s guidelines (outlined on page 2 of the above pdf) then a “Y” should be put in this
column regardless of whether or not the calibration was successful. If the calibration was not
done in accordance with Ecology’s methods “N” should be entered into this column for No. If
there was no calibration file available for the temperature logger associated with your data you
may leave this column blank.
Calibrat_2 pass/fail: If, during both the pre-calibration and post-calibration checks, the
temperature logger recorded a mean absolute difference in temperatures between the logger
and certified thermometer of ≤0.2°C this column should contain a “pass”. If the logger failed to
meet this part of the calibration check this column should contain a “fail”. This column does not
concern whether the calibration check met the ecology guidelines in other aspects such as
logging interval and number of points logged.
Pre Calibration File: If a precalibration file is available for the data set a “Y” is put in the column.
If a precalibration file is not available for this data set a “N” for no is put in this column.
Post Calibration File: If a post-calibration file is available for the data set a “Y” is put in the
column. If a post-calibration file is not available for this data set a “N” for no is put in this
column.
Easting: This is a 7 digit number that corresponds with the latitudinal coordinate on one of
Snohomish County’s GIS maps. The number is associated with the unit “feet”.
Northing: This is a 6 digit number that corresponds with the longitudinal coordinate on one of
Snohomish County’s GIS maps. The number is associated with the unit “feet”
GPS Location Quality The GPS Location Quality Code is a number between 1 and 3 that is
associated with the confidence of the temperature logger’s location. 1=High (from confirmed
records), 2=Medium (derived from location description and data steward), 3=Low (approximate
location based upon some knowledge.
Data Quality Code: This is number (1-9) assigned to a data set to identify the completeness and
character of the data. Please refer to pages 17 and 18 for the complete definition of each code
1-9.
Subbasin: The waterbody subbasin in which the temperature logger was located. The subbasin
name can be found in the attributes table of the watercourse layer in GIS
M:\hydrography\esa_basins.
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Subbasin Acronym: This is a four letter acronym that references the subbasin. The acronym for
each of Snohomish County’s subbassins can be found on page 12 of this document.
Basin: The waterbody basin in which the temperature logger was located. The basin name can
be found in the attributes table of the watercourse layer in GIS M:\hydrography\esa_basins.
Waterbody Name: The name of the river, stream, lake or pond for which the temperature
logger was in or associated with.
Location Description: Often there reference points described on the field sheet. You may put
those comments in this column or any other information that could help someone find the exact
location where the temperature logger was placed (ex: Trib to little Bear Ck, 2M upstream of
culvert off Maltby Rd).
7DADMax: The seven day rolling average of the daily maximum temperature.
File Format (xls/csv): The file suffix of the original file which should be either an excel file (xls) or
a text file/Comma separated Variable file (csv).
Comment: If there is anything unusual or important about your set of data please comment on
the issue here.

Historical Temperature Data
A record of all historically monitored locations and dataset attributes can also be found at
..\Historical_Logger_Summary_Files\Historical_Temp_Data_Summary_1995_Current.xlsx. While this file
will not actively serve to provide a running record, the file can be referenced to identify datasets for
which locations could not be identified and therefore are not found in the access database mentioned in
the previous section.

File Naming Convention
The Snohomish County Surface Water Management Temperature logger database X:\Wq\Temperature
Logger\Ecology_Continuous_Temp_Mon_Database_2007\ContData02.accdb requires each temperature
logger file to have a unique file name. The temperature logger deployment location is required to name
a temperature logger file. It is recommended that a GIS shape file of the temperature logger location be
created to help identify the attributes in the Temperature logger file name. The following GIS mxd file
contains data layers that will help to identify the attributes included in the file naming convention or you
can use the hyperlinks below to add layers to a different GIS map.
X:\Wq\Temperature Logger\Protocols\Temperature_logger.mxd

Naming Convention
The temperature logger file naming convention consists of 5 parts; the year, WRIA, a letter (A or W), a
grid number and a subbasin acronym.
The year: The file name begins with a four digit year which identifies the year the logger
collected temperature data for that file.
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The WRIA_ID: WRIA ID stands for Water Resource Inventory Area and is a 5 digit number
assigned to each stream in Washington State. A WRIA can be found by “identifying” a
watercourse line in Snohomish County’s GIS water layer
(gis_features.DBA.hydrography_watercourse_snoco) which is located on the server
M:\hydrography\wtrcrs_snoco.shp. The WRIA used in the temperature logger file name should
be the WRIA of the stream that the temperature logger was associated with.
W or A: W (for Water) is included in the file name if the logger was placed in a stream or body of
water with the intention to collect water temperature. A (for Air) is included in the file name if
the logger was launched to collect air temperature.
Grid number: The grid number is a 6 digit number that helps identify the deployment location
within the county. The grid use for the temperature logger file name convention was created to
allow for a unique number to be associated with a particular location in the county. The grid
boxes are 100 x 100 meters and overlay the whole county; the shape file for this layer
(Fishnet100m1) is located on the server
I:\pw\swm\gis_public\data\WaterQual\Fishnet100m.shp. The grid number can be found by
“identifying” the grid box in GIS.
Subbasin Acronym: The subbasin acronym is a four letter code that references the subbasin in
which the temperature logger was deployed. The subbasin name can be found by “identifying”
the ESA basin on the GIS layer (esa_basins polygon) located on the server
M:\hydrography\esa_basins. After the name of the subbasin has been identified use the table
on pages ten and eleven to find the corresponding subbasin acronym.
The complete file name should be composed of 20 characters and should be unique. If there are
multiple loggers from the same year located in the same 100 x100 meter grid there will need to be a
number (1,2 or 3) suffix added to the file name to make it unique to that set of data. In such cases like
the Lundeen Creek restoration site, please look at file names from the previous year and use the same
suffix that was used in the previous year for that location. If it is the first year duplicate loggers are in a
particular cell the most upstream logger should contain the suffix 1, the second most upstream logger
should contain the suffix 2. The most downstream logger name does not contain a suffix.

Subbasin Acronyms
Subbasins
Allen Creek
Ames Creek
Bear Creek (7) - WRIA 7
bear Creek (8) – WRIA 8
Beckler River
Boulder River
cathcart Drainages
cherry Creek
church Creek
Coal creek_Lower

Acronym
ALCR
AMCR
BECR7
BECR8
BERI
BORI
CADR
CHCR
CUCR
CCLO

Subbasins
Lower South Fk Stillaguamish
Lower South Fork Skykomish
Lower South Fork Snoqualmie
Lower Stillaguamish
Lower Sultan River
Lower Tolt River
Lyon Creek
Marshland
May Creek
McAleer Creek

Acronym
LSST
LSSK
LSSN
LOST
LSUR
LOTR
LYCR
MARS
MACR
MCCR
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Coal Creek_Upper
Deer Creek
Dubuque Creek
Everett Drainages
Fobes Hill
foss River
French Creek
French-Segelsen
Gold Basin
Griffin Creek
Harris Creek
Harvey Armstrong Creek
Jim Creek
Lake Stevens
Little Bear Creek
Little Pilchuck Creek
Lower Woods creek
Lower Canyon Creek
Lower mainstem Skykomish
Lower Middle Fork Snoqualmie
Lower North Fork Skykomish
Lower North Fork Snoqualmie
Lower North Fork Stillaguamish
Lower Pilchuck Creek
Lower Pilchuck River

CCUP
DECR
DUCR
EVDR
FOHI
FORI
FRCR
FRSE
GOBA
GRCR
HACR
HVAC
JICR
LAST
LBCR
LPCR
LWCR
LCCC
LMSK
LMSN
LNSK
LNSN
LNST
LOPC
LOPR

Middle North Fk Stillaguamish
Middle Pilchuck River
Mid-Mainstem Snoqualmie
Miller River
North Creek
North Fork Tolt River
Olney creek
Patterson creek
Port Susan Drainages
Portage Creek
Pratt River
Puget Sound Drainage
Quilceda Creek
Raging River
Rapid River
Robe Valley
Sauk River
Skagit Flats South
Snohomish Estuary
Snoqualmie Mouth
South Fork Skykomish
South Fork Tolt River_ad
South Fork Tolt River_bd
Squire creek
Stillaguamish Canyon

MNST
MPIR
MMSN
MIRI
NOCR
NOTR
OLCR
PACR
PSUD
POCR
PRRI
PUSD
QUCR
RAGR
RAPR
ROBV
SARI
SKFS
SNES
SNMO
SOSK
STAD
STBD
SUCR
STCA

Subbasin Acronyms
Subbasins
Sunnyside
Swamp Creek
Tate Creek
Taylor River
Tokul Creek
Tulalip
Tye River
Upper canyon Creek
Upper Mainstem Skykomish
Upper Mainstem Snoqualmie
Upper Middle Fork Snoqualmie
Upper North Fk Stillaguamish
Upper North Fork Skykomish

Acronym
SUSI
SWCR
TACR
TARI
TOCR
TULA
TYRI
UPCC
UMSK
UMSN
UMFS
UNST
UNSK
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Upper North Fork Snoqualmie
Upper Pilchuck Creek
Upper Pilchuck River
Upper South Fork Skykomish
Upper South Fork Snoqualmie
Upper South Fork Stillaguamish
Upper Sultan River
Upper Wallace River
West Fork Woods creek
Woods Creek

UNSN
UPCR
UPPR
USSK
USSN
USST
USRI
UWRI
WFWC
WOCR
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SWM Temperature Database
The purpose of this procedure is to assist SWM employees in the process for loading continuous
temperature data into an Ecology acquired database. It is modified from the original located on the
network at X:\Wq\Temperature
Logger\Ecology_Continuous_Temp_Mon_Database_2007\Documentation_ContData051129.doc

Data Formatting
Before importing your data , it needs to be in the correct format. Open up the raw data file, highlight
your data points and go to “save as” in the save as box select “CSV (Comma delimited (*.csv)” from the
“save as type” drop box. Save the file in the correct temperature logger folder using the correct naming
convention described above in Section 8.
1) The date and time should be in m/d/yyyy 00:00 format (ex: 7/6/2008 2:00).
2) The temperature should be in Celsius and formatted to two decimals (ex: 12.85).
3) A column numbering the data points is necessary. There should be no other data in your file
besides the 3 columns mentioned (number column, date/time, temp).
You are now ready to open the database and begin the data loading process.

Database Location and Interface
You will find the database at
X:\Wq\TemperatureLogger\Ecology_Continuous_Temp_Mon_Database_2007\ContData02.accdb
When you open the database you will see the Data Logger Database: Main Menu box.

Near the bottom right of the user interface is the “Edit Maintenance Table”. This is where you tell the
database where to look for your file. Under the “attributes” column make sure the first row has the
name of the file folder that contains your temperature data.
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Data Load Process
1)
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
2)
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

3)
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

v.
vi.

Add a station to the data base.
From the Main Menu select “Add or edit station data”.
Complete the data for the following boxes: Station Code, Station name, latitude
(Northing), longitude (Easting).
Please see explanation of fields on page 18, note that the orange and blue fields are
required and the grayed out fields are optional.
After you have completed the data on this table go ahead and close the table.
Create a “New Trip Record”.
Select “Add New Trip Record” from the main menu, this will open up the
“DeploymentInfoEntry” box.
From the drop down menu next to “*STATION” select the station that you have just
entered. Add the data and time that the temperature logger was deployed and
retrieved. Select date/time of deployment and retrieval using military time.
Add the “record interval” for which the logger collected temperature at, this setting will
default to (00:30) 30 minutes.
The “Instrument ID” is for a water temp logger, this ID should be the exact same as the
file name (ex: file name is 200970068W221300ALCR.csv the Instrument ID should be
200970068W221300ALCR). Select “save” and “close form”.
Add your temperature data to the system.
To add your CTD select “Edit Trip Record or Add Results” from the Main Menu. This will
open up the “EDIT Deployment Information” box.
From the “Select STATION” drop down box, select the station that corresponds with
your data. Then, from the next drop down box, select the correct deployment date
associated with your data.
The rest of the information in the top of the box should populate by itself; the
information pulls from the trip Record you entered in the previous step.
Ignore the “Assign remark code for all data” and If ALL data are QC enter type” drop
down menus. However, it is important you complete the “assign quality code for all
data” box. This number (1-9) is assigned by parameters explained on page 17. Sets of
CTD with quality codes of 5 or greater should not be used due to poor quality. If a data
set is entered with a quality code of 5 or greater it will upload properly however the
data cannot be exported into an excel file from the database.
Make sure that “Hobo” is selected under “ImportFormat” on the right side of the box.
Now you can select “Load Logger Data”.
A file search box titled “Select the water tidbit file” will open up and should already have
selected your file (the database looks for the instrument ID plus “.csv”).
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Continuous Temperature Database Station Data
Field Name
(required fields)
Data File
Station Code
Station Name
Private Comments
Public Comments
River Mile
Latitude
Longitude
Township-Range-Section
County
Stream Class
Driving Directions

DeployDate

RetrieveDate

RecordInterval

InstrumentID

InstrumentIDAir
DeploymentRemarks
RetrieveRemarks

QC
Quality

Remark

Max
Length

Definition
The full path, filename, and extention of the data. Must be a
filetype that Access can link to (xls and txt are current set up).
15
Description of station Code
35
Description of station name
Comments for internal use (e.g., "Samplers: watch for poison
no limit
oak")
Comments for public use (e.g., "this site may be nearly
no limit
stagnant during low flows")
Number Distance in miles from the stream mouth
10
Easting
11
Northing
9
E.g., N38W22S18
2
Two-digit county code (see "Counties" table)
Stream class ("A" Or "B" Or "AA" Or "L"; see WAC 173-201A2
130)
no limit
Narrative directions to station
Date and time instrument was deployed. Must preceed date of
first valid record. (Loading data from a linked file will
Date/Time automatically change this to midnight before the first record.)
Date and time instrument was retrieved. Must follow date of
last valid record. (Loading data from a linked file will
Date/Time automatically change these to midnight after the last record.)
Specified records interval in hours:minutes (e.g., 1:30).
(Loading data from a linked file will automatically determine
Date/Time this from the first deployment interval.)
Uniquely identify instrument. Matching this to the file name
created by the instrument's software will facilitate loading
data. This can be left blank if data are being loaded from a
50
linked file (in which case the "data file" field must be filed in).
Uniquely identify instrument. Matching this to the file name
created by the instrument's software will facilitate loading
50
data. This field is required if air data are to be loaded.
Remarks regarding deployment (e.g., "Flows still appear to be
no limit
high")
no limit
Remarks regarding retrieval (e.g., "Out of water on retrieval")
Identifier for quality control samples (e.g., "DL" means
measurement taken during instrument deployment). See
2
"Remark_QC_Def" table for valid QC codes.
1 through 9. Identifies quality of particular result. Definitions
Number may be self-defined (see pages 17-19 for definitions).
Remark code associated with result (e.g., "J" means
"estimate"). See "Remark_QC_Def" table for valid remark
2
codes.
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Troubleshooting
If your file didn’t come up it means that either A.) The “Instrument ID” you entered in the Trip record
box is not the same as the file name or B.) The file folder name under “attributes” in the Maintenance
log is not the same as the folder your file is located in.

Data Review
If everything works correctly you should see a graphical display of your data, behind the graph is your
table. The graph should appear as previously trimmed. When there is no longer any anomalous data
you may click “Transfer first 3900 records” which is in the graph box in the bottom right. This will move
the data into the main results table of the database. Keep clicking the button until all the data has been
moved. Once all the records are transferred, the graph will be blank and you may close the form. Your
data is now in the database.

Ecology Environmental Information Management System
Continuous temperature datasets gathered for TMDL monitoring, the statewide freshwater assessment
and under Ecology grants are periodically loaded to Ecology’s Environmental Information Management
System (EIM). http://www.ecy.wa.gov/eim/
Snohomish County Surface Water Management has one organization key for submittal of data. The
organization key is used to complete user profiles for submittal of data to EIM. The organization key is:
SNOH560380.
Submittal of datasets to EIM dictates that temperature be gathered, analyzed, summarized, and
locations identified to facilitate efficient and error free loading. Surface Water Management’s water
quality group has experience with EIM. In addition to utilizing EIM’s guidance documents, it is
recommended the project managers consult with the water quality group for assistance.
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Appendix A: Reference Thermometer Certificate
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